THE ASCENT : THE USE OF WORDS
same extent as it happens to a word. It is easy (I have
read somewhere1) to imitate by signs making bread, or
making hay, or making a hut for Wendy, as children do in
their games, but not easy to convey by a sign the idea of
just making—making anything—the generalized idea of
making. No doubt the sign language would have developed
such abstract signs had it been possible for man to progress
with only that method of communication. Indeed, some
such signs exist among deaf mutes, as the hand placed on
the breast with fingers outstretched meaning " I want/'
But to have developed far in such a direction would have
meant employing all the muscles of the hands and arms,
at any rate, in communicating with others, so that action
of any sort (as fighting or hunting) would have been for the
time interrupted; whereas speech can go on while the body
muscles are in action, and in the dark or when out of sight
we can convey our thoughts to others within earshot.
This power of a word to drop its particular associations
comes gradually in childhood, from hearing the word used in
such varying particular circumstances. All the irrelevant
concomitants thereby tend to fall away, and the child's
attention is directed to something common to all these
situations by the fact of hearing the same name given to
them. So a common noun like cat comes to mean not any
particular animal, but a type of animal which we would have
difficulty in defining, but can unerringly recognize. So an
abstract word like pity comes to crystallize out with a definite
but at first undefined meaning in the child's mind. The
proper way to ensure that the generalized, or as we say
the conceptual, significance of a word is grasped by a pupil,
is to see that he meets it in a large number of different
contexts and different circumstances. Any particularized
meaning which might have fitted in with one case is gradually
corrected, widened, or narrowed, as it is seen not to fit other
1 I think it is a passage from Tylor, quoted by G. P. Stout in his
Manual of Psychology, p. 487, which I have here paraphrased.
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